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Although Xia Ruoxue said that there was no one around the bright star sea, it was absolutely safe. 

 

However, ye Chen still didn't dare to make too much noise. He was obsessed with the two women in the 

water, and also maintained the most gentle posture. 

 

Between infatuation, the aura of the bright star sea continued to converge on Ye Chen. 

 

Ye Chen had only one word in her heart: 

 

Cool! 

 

After soaking for three days, ye Chen, Xia Ruoxue and Wei Ying all improved their accomplishments 

under the nourishment of the bright star sea aura. 

 

Ye Chen is still a six storey sky in the hundred flail realm, but he has taken a big step, and is not far from 

the seven storey sky. 

 

When this battle of supreme merit is over, ye Chen is confident of a breakthrough in promotion! 

 

Xia Ruoxue and Wei Ying, two girls, have been happy with Ye Chen for three days, and their mood is also 

quite happy, but it's a pity that Ji Siqing is not here, and there is one less person. After all, there are 

some regrets. 

 

And the aura of the bright star sea, absorbed by the three people, the aura Light is also indifferent. 

 



Xia Ruoxue felt a little sorry and sighed, "I'm afraid it won't be long before this bright sea of stars will 

completely exhaust its energy and dissipate between heaven and earth." 

 

Ye Chen hugged Xia Ruoxue and said with a smile, "it doesn't matter. Anyway, we've got the benefits." 

 

Xia Ruoxue thought it was the same, so she smiled with relief and said, "also, we are going back. The day 

when the Taishang merit war begins is coming." 

 

Ye Chen nodded and left here with Xia Ruoxue and Wei Ying to return to the star moon realm. 

 

In these three days, ye Chen breathed a sigh of relief because he did not encounter the strong in the 

Shura world. 

 

Now that Taishang's virtue war is imminent, he naturally doesn't want to cause any trouble. 

 

"Brother Ye Chen, you are back." 

 

As soon as the three came back to the star moon world, they saw Wu Yao bouncing over and greeting 

them. 

 

"Sister Wu Yao, what's the matter?" 

 

Ye Chen smiled. 

 

Wu Yao said, "Zihuang fairy palace sent another person to inform you that the supreme meritorious war 

will start. You contestants can start first. The battlefield location is called the fire god world. I asked 

them where the fire god world is, and they said that the coordinates could not be revealed." 

 

Ye Chen frowned and said, "how can we go without revealing the coordinates?" 

 



Wu Yao said, "they said that there is a transmission array in the ancient city of heaven, which is the only 

way to the fire god world. You can pass through the ancient city of heaven." He handed Ye Chen a map. 

 

Ye Chen took the map and immediately captured the coordinates of the ancient city of heaven. His 

eyebrows frowned deeper and said, "it's so troublesome to send another one. What's going on in 

Zihuang fairy palace, and where is the fire god world?" 

 

Xia Ruoxue said, "the God of fire, the legend is the moral God. Based on the real world fire, the world 

opened up by oneself is also a major barrier to maintain the fire." 

 

Xia Ruoxue is in charge of the Xingyue cult. She obviously knows more than ye Chen. 

 

Ye Chen has never heard of the legend of the fire god world, but Xia Ruoxue has heard of it. 

 

"In other words, this fire god world is a world built on fire?" 

 

Ye Chen was surprised. He knew the importance of the fire. No matter how the real world, the universe 

and the stars change, whether they multiply or destroy, the fire will not go out. 

 

As long as the energy of the fire is still there, even if the universe is destroyed, it will be reborn in the 

ashes! 

 

The mission of Zihuang fairy palace is to guard the fire of reality. 

 

Xia Ruoxue said, "yes, this supreme meritorious war was actually held in the fire god world, and the 

purple fairy palace is not afraid to hurt the fire?" 

 

Ye Chen shook his head and said, "the moral God is an expert in the world, mysterious and 

unpredictable. He must have his reason for this arrangement. We'd better go to the fire god world as 

soon as possible and get ready for the war." 

 

The battle of supreme merit is extremely important for ye Chen. He must win the championship. 



 

Only by winning the championship can we save the goddess of heaven and the demon emperor, and we 

can get the atmosphere to fight against the ruins. 

 

"OK, let's go!" 

 

Xia Ruoxue nodded. 

 

Ye Chen, together with Xia Ruoxue and Wei Ying, summoned the disciples in the star moon circle who 

had received the invitation to fight for meritorious deeds, and prepared to go to tiangucheng together 

to participate in the battle for supreme meritorious deeds. 

 

Ren Feifan, ye Yishen, demon emperor and others came out to send them off. 

 

Ren Feifan said, "Ye Chen, I have seen the moral God, and he also promised to put the pure heart snow 

lotus into the champion reward. As long as you can win the champion in this supreme merit war, you 

can get the pure heart snow lotus." 

 

Ye Chen's heart was full of blood, "I know, master Ren, demon emperor, I will try my best!" 

 

Pure heart snow lotus is a spirit thing that allows the demon emperor to completely solve the soul crisis. 

Ye Chen will not miss it. 

 

The demon emperor sighed and said gratefully, "Ye Chen, please don't put too much pressure on 

yourself this time. It doesn't matter if you can't get it." 

 

After a pause, he took Yu Chi Yao's hand and said with a smile, "I can marry Chi Yao. I have no regrets in 

my life." 

 

Ye Xie said: "grandson, you should be very careful in the Taishang merit war. That guy is difficult to deal 

with." 

 



Ye Chen's heart was cold, and he thought of the strong posture of returning to dust at the demon 

emperor's wedding, which was also a burst of fear, and said, "don't worry, Grandpa, I'll be careful." 

 

Last time, ye Chen was able to defeat GUI Chen. After all, he relied on a little luck. 

 

This time, if the two fight again, it's hard to say who will win. 

 

After the failure of Guichen, the magic ancestor Wutian will also accelerate the process of integration, 

making Guichen more powerful. 

 

Suddenly, ye Chen thought of something and said, "Grandpa, can the strong without time and space 

cross the long river of time and space?" 

 

Hearing this question, ye evil god was stunned and asked, "why do you suddenly ask this?" 

 

Ye Chen talked about his own affairs in the chaotic space, the Xuan demon world, and even the Kirin 

world. 

 

After saying that, ye Chen can feel the dignity of Grandpa and Ren extraordinary. 

 

After a few breaths, ye evil god said, "the mysterious man you met may be in the layout. From his 

behavior, he belongs to the reincarnation camp and is not a threat to you. More importantly, he is 

infected with the cause and effect of Wu Zu. As a disciple of Wu Zu, he is helping you." 

 

"As for wuwuwuspatiotemporal and chaotic space, what great changes have taken place? I will 

investigate with Ren Feifan. At present, what you need to do is to participate in the supreme merit war 

and win 
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Thinking about everything clearly, ye Chen wanted to communicate with the little Kirin in the 

reincarnation diagram of martial arts. Although the little Kirin was a little unhappy, he still said, "master, 

I'll shut up first and continue to practice swallowing the sky. I hope I can help you clear the obstacles 

when I leave the customs." 

 

Ye Chen nodded gently. 

 

Ren Feifan saw that it was almost the same. He said, "go, I'll wait for you to triumph." 

 

Ye Chen said, "yes!" 

 

At that moment, ye Chen said goodbye to everyone and went to Tiangu city with Xia Ruoxue and Wei 

Ying. 

 

But just then, a figure rushed out! 

 

It's Chi Feixue I haven't seen for a long time! 

 

Chi Feixue originally followed 
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I saw a woman in a red dress, with several men, striding over, and it turned out to be fan Xingyan in the 

thousand Star Palace. 

 

Ye Chen was surprised to see fan Xingyan and said, "it's you." 

 

He caught it on fan Xingyan again 
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That robe, called "ten thousand sword Robe", is said to be left by an ancient great power. Its defense is 

extremely strong. It is invulnerable to weapons, water and fire, and ten thousand methods. It can even 

resist the breath of no time and space! 

 

Unfortunately, there is a seal on the robe of ten thousand swords, which is difficult for even Wuliang 

masters to open. 

 

The purpose of holding the ten thousand swords conference in the Lord's mansion is to invite all martial 

artists to work together to break the seal. 

 

The leaflet makes it clear that whoever can break the seal belongs to wanjian robe. 

 

At present, a large part of the fighters in the ancient city of heaven are ready to participate in the battle 

of supreme merit. 

 

Those who dare to go to war must have superior strength. 

 

If you work together, you really have a great chance to break the seal of the ten thousand sword robe. 

 

"Ye Chen, are we going to participate in this 10000 sword conference?" 

 

Xia Ruoxue also saw the contents of the leaflet and hesitated to ask. 

 

Ye Chen wanted to say no, after all, it was important to fight for supreme merits, but his heart suddenly 

jumped and caught a familiar mystery. 

 

That's actually related to Xu Feng lingzu! 

 



"Xufeng lingzu? Is this ten thousand sword robe the robe of Xufeng lingzu?" 

 

Ye Chen's eyes narrowed slightly, and in an instant, he saw the ancient mystery picture. 

 

In the past, the ancient god of Tuo emperor came and waved the ancient sword of heavenly sin to kill 

Xufeng lingzu. 

 

However, relying on the robe of ten thousand swords, Xu Feng lingzu stubbornly blocked the killing of 

the ancient sword of sin, but was injured and not killed. 

 

Finally, Xu Feng lingzu fled to the real world, and the 10000 sword robe was also regretted to be lost. 

 

The ancient sword of heavenly sin is the most powerful artifact. How sharp is the edge of killing. 

 

It is conceivable that the ten thousand sword robe can block the killing of the ancient sword of sin, and 

its defense is strong. 

 

Ye Chen was shocked on the spot. Unexpectedly, Xu Feng lingzu's ten thousand sword robe fell into the 

ancient city of heaven. 

 

If you get the ten thousand sword robe, won't you be able to resist the edge of the ancient sword of 

heaven's sin? 

 

Ye Chen's heart beat faster. 

 

"Ye Chen, what's the matter with you?" 

 

Xia Ruoxue saw that ye Chen looked different, and the willow eyebrows frowned slightly and asked. 

 

Ye Chen didn't answer, but fan Xingyan grabbed the leaflet in their hands, tore it in two, and threw it on 

the ground. She was quite disdainful: "what 10000 sword conference, I think it's a trick of Duobao 



Tianjun, trying to delay our time. Let's go to the fire god world immediately to prepare for the supreme 

meritorious war." 

 

Hearing this, ye Chen frowned slightly. If the ten thousand sword robe was just an ordinary magic 

weapon, he naturally wouldn't care. 

 

But now, in the dark, ye Chen caught the secret of heaven and peeped into the truth of the ten 

thousand sword robe. How can he be indifferent? 

 

That ten thousand sword robe, but once the robe of Xu Feng lingzu, was even enough to resist the edge 

of the ancient sword of heaven sin. He didn't want to miss such an important treasure. 

 

"Our soldiers are divided into two ways. Ruoxue and Wei Ying, you follow Miss Fan and go to the fire 

god world first. I'll stay and see the details of the 10000 sword conference." 

 

Ye Chen pondered for a moment and made a decision quickly. 

 

Xia Ruoxue and Wei Ying were shocked when they heard Ye Chen's words. 

 

Fan Xingyan was also surprised and said, "what, you want to stay alone? What if Wei Chi lie acts against 

you? I have received reliable news that he is ready to take refuge in Duobao Tianjun, and it is absolutely 

impossible to let you go easily!" 

 

Wei chilie in her mouth is the owner of Tiangu city and the organizer of the ten thousand sword 

Conference! 

 

Ye Chen said in a deep voice, "the ten thousand sword robe may not be as simple as it looks on the 

surface. I have to go and have a look!" 

 

Fan Xingyan keenly perceived something and said, "do you know the origin of the ten thousand sword 

robe?" 

 



Ye Chen waved his hand, but said nothing more. "Miss Fan, take my people to the fire god world first, 

and I'll meet you again when the ten thousand sword conference is over tomorrow." 

 

Xia Ruoxue didn't want Ye Chen to stay alone. She took his hand and said, "if you don't go, I won't go 

either." 

 

Wei Ying also resolutely said, "I'll stay too." 

 

Ye Chen smiled bitterly and said, "the ten thousand sword conference is not simple, but many people 

hinder it. Go to the fire god world and wait for me first." 

 

After a pause, he said to fan Xingyan again, "Miss Fan, please, for the sake of the demon girl..." 

 

Fan Xingyan heard Ye Chen mention it 
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That's the jade pendant that master Yan Xingtian gave him! 

 

Yan Xingtian said that with this jade pendant, he could find Xia Yu in the supreme meritorious war and 

ask the other party to take care of him. 

 

Xia Yu once received the favor of Yan Xingtian and was instructed by the latter. His martial arts were 

very strong. 

 

With his care, ye Chen will certainly be much easier in the virtue war. 

 

But at this moment, the jade pendant keepsake in Ye Chen's arms made an unusual change, vaguely 

echoing with the man on the left hand side on the roof of the Lord's mansion. 

 



"Is this man Xia Yu?" 

 

Ye Chen was surprised and looked at the man on the left. 

 

The man also seemed to notice that there was a slight fluctuation in his cold face, glanced at Ye Chen, 

and his eyes showed a trace of surprise. 

 

"Xia Yu, you are distracted!" 

 

On the other side, the man who confronted him gave a sneer, and his eyes suddenly burst into flames. 

Seizing this once-in-a-lifetime opportunity, the long sword burst out like lightning and stabbed Xia Yu in 

the heart. 

 

Xia Yu's face changed greatly, and the masters confronted each other. The most taboo was distraction. 

 

He was distracted by his opponent and was immediately in a very dangerous situation. 

 

"God's way of heaven, Yellow Dragon Sword spirit!" 

 

In the crisis, Xia Yu shouted violently, and the long sword exploded into a billowing wave, turning into a 

simple and powerful Yellow Dragon, entrenched on the sword, and fought back at the man. 

 

"Hehe, is this the sword technique you learned secretly with old man Yan Xingtian? That's all!" 

 

The man disdained to smile, his wrist shook, and his sword soared. 

 

I saw that the man's sword was as thick as the earth's rock and soil, and faintly showed the color of gold, 

with a trace of glory and nobility in its simplicity. 

 

Xia Yu's Huanglong sword gas collided with the man's geotechnical sword, and suddenly burst into a 

fierce wave. 



 

"Cough..." 

 

Xia Yu snorted, coughed violently, and was immediately hit. 

 

He finally lost the first hand, but this confrontation was instantly downwind. Under the attack of the 

rock and earth sword, his body was faintly petrified, which was very terrifying. 

 

"Why is this breath so similar to the emperor's book?" 

 

Ye Chen looked at the man's burst of rock and earth sword, and was suddenly surprised. 

 

In the dark, he was surprised to find that the man's rock and earth sword, breath and the legendary 

emperor God book, very similar! 

 

The book of the emperor of the earth, which is one of the treasures of the three emperors, is currently 

in the hands of the goddess of heaven. 

 

Naturally, there is no relationship between the man and the goddess, but it is inconceivable that his 

sword technique is interlinked with the emperor's divine book. 

 

"Situ Chen, your rock god blood..." 

 

Xia Yu looked at the man incredulously with a pale face. 

 

"Unexpectedly, even if I have only half a drop of rock god's blood, it is enough to exert my power." 

 

"Xia Yu, today is your death!" 

 

"The other half of your blood belongs to me!" 



 

The man named situ Chen's eyes burst into murderous anger, and with the power of the earth and rock, 

he frantically beheaded Xia Yu. 

 

Xia Yu's face sank, and suddenly bit the tip of his tongue, burning blood essence. His momentum 

exploded instantly, and his hair fluttered. 

 

"Ancient Shinto, sky orange inflammation!" 

 

Under the burning of Xia Yu's blood essence, the sword Qi also soared, and the orange red flame that 

burned his eyes was like a startling wave overturning, billowing out of his sword, stirring the wind and 

cloud of heaven and earth. 

 

"Sky orange flame!? you actually learned this sword!?" 

 

Situ Chen was shocked. This sky orange flame, but the sword technique born to bury reincarnation, was 

very overbearing. 

 

The world in those days 
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He couldn't escape the sword of Chi Feixue anyway. 

 

At the critical moment, situ Chen separated a part of his aura and turned it into a shield, which could 

block the sword of concubine Chi's blood. 

 

But he was distracted and was immediately hit back by Xia Yu. 

 



The sword Qi of Xia Yu's sky orange flame rushed up like a burning wave, and forcibly hit situ Chen's 

body out. 

 

"Puff!" 

 

Situ Chen vomited blood like a broken kite and fell to the ground in great confusion. 

 

Xia Yu also gasped violently because his blood essence was consumed too much. 

 

Chi Fei's beautiful eyes were strict, but she was like a cold-blooded and ruthless killing machine, and she 

pursued situ Chen with her sword. 

 

Situ Chen's pupils contracted, full of panic. 

 

Unexpectedly, today he fought a decisive battle with Xia Yu, but was targeted by a killer of jimiegong. 

 

"What a cruel woman! Chi Fei's blood, the territory of our city Lord's mansion, is not up to you to go wild 

in jimie palace!" 

 

At this time, only a thunderous sound exploded. 

 

A powerful, bearded man, like a wild beast, shot out of the city master's mansion and blasted his fist at 

Chi Fei's blood. 

 

Chi Fei's blood changed slightly and hurried back. 

 

The big man didn't pursue, snorted, and stood there with his hands on his back. He had a momentum of 

standing on the mountain, which made people dare not invade. 

 

"The city Lord is coming." 



 

There was a commotion among the many warriors outside the city Lord's mansion. 

 

This bearded man is the Lord of the ancient city of heaven, Wei chilie! 

 

Wei chilie glanced at Chi Feixue, then turned his eyes, but among the crowd, he accurately locked Ye 

Chen's position, sneering: 

 

"The Lord of reincarnation, the former vice Lord of jimie palace, has become your woman?" 

 

His eyes were fierce, and he saw at a glance that the real master behind the defeat of situ Chen was not 

Chi Fei's blood, but ye Chen! 

 

Hearing Wei chilie's words, the eyes of the whole audience gathered on Ye Chen, in an uproar. 

 

"Is this the Lord of reincarnation?" 

 

"Six layers of sky in Baijia territory? Am I right?" 

 

"With him, how can we fight against wanxu?" 

 

Many martial artists showed a look of surprise and shock. They couldn't believe it. 

 

After all, on the surface, ye Chen's cultivation realm is indeed worse. 

 

However, Wei Chi lie did not have any contemptuous expression, full of dignity, and said, "Lord of 

reincarnation, did you hurt the people in my city master's mansion to be an enemy?" 

 

Ye Chen glanced at situ Chen and said, "Yuchi city master, is this man your man?" 

 



Wei Chi lie said, "no, brother situ has the blood of rock god, and even has been instructed by Lord 

Duobao. He is not my subordinate, but the guest Qing and Dharma protector of my Lord's mansion, and 

he is also my friend!" 

 

Ye Chen's heart was cold, and he didn't expect that situ Chen was actually related to Duobao Tianjun. 

 

And the blood of the rock god, what is it? 

 

Is it related to the emperor's book? 

 

Ye Chen subconsciously glanced at Xia Yu. He had many questions in his heart, and immediately said to 

Wei Chi lie: 

 

"Lord Yuchi, today's matter is just a misunderstanding. I have no intention of being an enemy with you. 

If there's nothing wrong, I'll leave first." 

 

When Wei chilie heard that ye Chen was leaving, he was surprised. He frowned and said, "Lord of 

reincarnation, why don't you go so soon and have a cup of tea at my house?" 

 

Ye Chen said, "when the ten thousand swords conference starts tomorrow, it's not too late for me to 

harass the Lord again. 

 

Wei chilie heard that ye Chen was not going to the fire god world, but was going to participate in 

tomorrow's ten thousand swords conference. His eyes lit up and he said with a smile, "very good, very 

good, then tomorrow's ten thousand swords conference, I'm waiting for the Lord of reincarnation." 

 

Ye Chen said, "sure." 

 

At that moment, ye Chen also stopped staying, leaving with Chi Fei's blood and Xia Yu. 

 

Wei chilie looked at the back of the three people leaving, his eyes flickered, and quietly ordered a 

servant: "go and report to Lord Duobao, the Lord of reincarnation is coming..." 



 

…… 

 

After leaving the city Lord's mansion, ye Chen found a quiet place, summoned the wish star, and went 

up with Chi Fei's blood and Xia Yu. 

 

Xia Yu fought with situ Chen, his blood essence was seriously lost, and he also suffered a little internal 

injury. 

 

Ye Chen took out some elixirs to replenish blood and Qi, and then used the eight trigrams heaven elixir 

to heal him. 

 

Xia Yu recovered slightly and breathed a long sigh of relief. 

 

Ye Chen said, "are you all right?" 

 

Xia Yu was silent for a moment, grateful and ashamed, "it's all right, Lord of reincarnation, thank you for 

saving." 

 

Ye Chen took out a jade pendant and said, "do you recognize this jade pendant?" 

 

This jade pendant is the keepsake Yan Xingtian gave him. 

 

Xia Yu was even more ashamed and said, "naturally, I recognize this jade pendant as a gift to master Yan 

Xingtian. I just didn't expect that the person who finally came to see me with the jade pendant was 

actually the famous Lord of reincarnation." 

 

"I can care for others, but I am not qualified to care for the Lord of reincarnation." 

 

Ye Chen put away the jade pendant and said, "brother Xia Yu's cultivation is strong. If he hadn't been 

distracted by me, he wouldn't be so embarrassed." 



 

In fact, Xia Yu's cultivation has reached the late stage of immeasurable realm. He is extremely strong and 

stronger than Chi Fei's blood. 

 

If it weren't for ye Chen's appearance, which distracted him and missed the battle opportunity, he might 

not have lost to situ Chen. 

 

Xia Yu was still ashamed and said, "if it weren't for the Lord of reincarnation to save me today, I would 

definitely die." 

 

Ye Chen frowned slightly and asked tentatively, "who is situ Chen? I think his sword technique has a 

thick smell of earth and rock, which is very similar to the book of the emperor of the earth. What's the 

matter?" 

 

The book of the emperor of the earth, one of the three emperors' treasures, is currently the magic 

weapon of the goddess of heaven. 

 

If we can find out the truth of the emperor's book, it will be greatly beneficial to the recovery and even 

strengthening of the goddess! 

 

Hearing Ye Chen's inquiry, Xia Yu seemed to fall into memories. He was fascinated for a while, and then 

his eyes became cold, as if washed by water. He said, "Lord of reincarnation, have you ever heard of the 

God of rock?" 

 

Ye Chen frowned and said, "God of rock? Forgive me for being ignorant, I haven't heard of it yet." 

 

Xia Yu said "Hmm" and said in a deep voice, "the legend of the God of rock is very long ago. It's normal 

for you to have never heard of it. He is the caster of the book of the emperor of the earth." 

 

Hearing this, ye Chen was surprised and said, "the God of rock, is the caster of the book of the emperor 

of the earth?" 

 



The book of the emperor of the earth, which is one of the treasures of the three emperors, is extremely 

powerful. 

 

It's conceivable that this rock god can cast such an artifact. 

 

Xia Yu said, "that's right! According to legend, the God of rock is the demon God who dominates the 

earth and rock." 

 

"Long, long ago, he was the Supreme Master of the demon God family in wuwuwuspacetime!" 

 

Ye Chen was stunned: "the Supreme Master of the demon God clan?" 

 

Xia Yu said, "yes, when the rock god Tianzun ruled, the demon God family was the most powerful 

existence among the four God families without time and space! Even the ancient god family should 

avoid its edge!" 
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"When the God of rock ruled the world, no Lich ancestor or feather emperor had been born." 

 

Hearing this, ye Chen was shocked. 

 

In this way, the rock god Tianzun can be said to be the ancestor of the demon God family, which is much 

older than the Lich ancestor Shen Tu Wan'er today. 

 

Xia Yu then said, "later, the God of rock accidentally fell. The emperor's book was an artifact forged 

before his death, containing his lifelong efforts. If you can take charge of the emperor's book, you can 

take charge of the majesty of the earth and rock." 

 

Ye Chen's mind moved and asked solemnly, "situ Chen, does he have the blood of the God of rock?" 



 

Xia Yu pondered for a while and said, "to be exact, he only has half a drop of blood." 

 

Ye Chen was stunned and said, "half a drop of blood?" 

 

Xia Yu said, "yes, that situ Chen, in fact... Is my younger martial brother. We came from the same 

school." 

 

"Ten thousand years ago, we accidentally got a drop of blood. That drop of blood is a drop of God's 

blood left after the fall of the God of rock!" 

 

"The power of that drop of divine blood is extremely vast. If you can refine it, you can get some magical 

powers of the rock god Tianzun. My younger martial brother and I want to turn against each other..." 

 

Speaking of this, Xia Yu's tone was a little sad. 

 

Ye Chen was also silent, thinking that the God blood of the rock god must be amazing, otherwise, Xia Yu 

and situ Chen would not turn against each other. 

 

Xia Yu sighed, shook his head and said, "in the end, none of us can compete with each other, so we have 

to take half a drop of blood alone." 

 

"That half drop of rock god's blood completely transformed us from the middle of immeasurable realm 

to the late of immeasurable realm." 

 

Hearing this, ye Chen was shocked. 

 

Only half a drop of blood can make people promoted so violently. 

 

The energy of the divine blood left by the God of rock is so magnificent! 

 



Xia Yu said, "however, if it's only half a drop of blood, it can't give play to the magical power of the rock 

god Tianzun. At least a drop of blood is needed." 

 

"My younger martial brother and I decided to fight for ten thousand years. After ten thousand years, the 

martial arts competition will be decisive. Whoever wins will get the other half of the blood." 

 

"In these ten thousand years, I have been looking for strong people everywhere, constantly cultivating 

and improving, just to defeat my younger martial brother and capture the other half of the blood in the 

battle!" 

 

Ye Chen understood, his eyes flashed, and said, "so today is the day you fight?" 

 

Xia Yu nodded and said, "yes, in the past ten thousand years, I have visited many experts. Yan Xingtian, 

once the king of the divine world, taught me the martial arts of the divine way of heaven, and also 

passed on my sword technique of heaven orange inflammation. I was very confident, but I didn't 

expect..." 

 

Ye Chen recalled the fight between Xia Yu and situ Chen just now. He apologized and said, "sorry, if it 

weren't for me, you wouldn't be so embarrassed." 

 

Xia Yu smiled bitterly, waved his hand and said, "the Lord of reincarnation, in fact, it's none of your 

business. I'm just inferior to others." 

 

"Over the past ten thousand years, I have made progress, but my younger martial brother has made 

greater progress. He has obviously been instructed by Duobao Tianjun. With only half a drop of blood in 

his body, he can burst out the majesty of the rock god Tianzun, which I can't compare with." 

 

In the battle just now, situ Chen's sword technique has a thick smell of earth and rock, and the killing is 

quite strong, even similar to the emperor's book. 

 

At this time, ye Chen suddenly realized. 

 



No wonder that situ Chen's sword technique breath is actually connected with the earth Emperor God 

book. It turns out that there is half a drop of rock god blood in his body, and he can also exert his power. 

 

Ye Chen looked at Xia Yu's lonely appearance and comforted him with wide words: "brother Xia Yu, you 

don't have to be too lost. At least, half a drop of rock god blood in your body hasn't been lost." 

 

Listening to Ye Chen's comfort, Xia Yu nodded and said, "too." 

 

After a pause, he said, "it's just that my blood consumption is too serious. When the supreme merit war 

begins, I'm afraid I can't help you." 

 

Ye Chen said, "it doesn't matter. It's enough for you to tell me the secret of the rock god." 

 

Ye Chen actually didn't expect outsiders to fight for supreme merit. 

 

Today, when saving Xia Yu, ye Chen was also satisfied to know the origin of the rock god Tianzun by 

accident. 

 

He faintly caught the mystery of heaven. The God blood left by the God of rock was not only a drop. 

 

In this world, there is still the Taoist legacy of the rock god Tianzun. If you can get it, it is enough to 

change your life against the sky! 

 

This day, ye Chen, Xia Yu and Chi Feixue rested on the star of wish. 

 

here we are 
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Wei chilie smiled like an old fox, walked to the wooden frame in the center of the hall, and lifted the 

black cloth on it. 

 

As soon as the black cloth was lifted, a vast and magnificent breath suddenly appeared. 

 

On the wooden shelf, I saw a silver robe with a golden sword embroidered on it. The sword was fierce, 

as if it would fly up at any time, turn into a sword array, and kill people. It was an extremely fierce robe. 

 

"Please see, this is the supreme robe left by an ancient great power at that time, called the ten thousand 

sword robe!" 

 

"It is said that this ten thousand sword robe is extremely powerful, both in attack, killing and defense. 

Together with the ten thousand sword array, it kills everything and resists everything. It is really a rare 

artifact treasure in the world!" 

 

Wei Chi lie pointed at the ten thousand sword robe, and his tone was sonorous and powerful. 

 

The eyes of all martial artists were attracted by the ten thousand sword robe, and a commotion 

sounded. 

 

Ye Chen's eyes also fell on the ten thousand sword robe. 

 

I saw a trace of mottled marks and some strange lines on the ten thousand sword robe, which seemed 

to be a seal prohibition. 

 

But even if there is a seal and prohibition, the smell of the ten thousand sword robe is still invincible. 

 

"Is this the robe of ten thousand swords, the artifact treasure left by the ancestor of Xufeng spirit?" 

 

Ye Chen's eyes were slightly bright and his mind was flashing. 

 



This ten thousand sword robe, which once resisted the highest blow of the ancient god of Tuodi, has a 

very strong defense. If he can get it, it would be better. 

 

Wei chilie then said, "it's a pity that there is a seal on this ten thousand sword robe. The seal can't be 

released. No one can wear this robe." 

 

Someone said, "if you insist on wearing it, what will happen?" 

 

Wei Chi lie's voice became a little cold and said, "if you insist, there will be only ten thousand swords 

through your heart. Anyone who doesn't believe it can come up and try." 

 

Listening to Wei chilie's words, many martial artists were silent, but no one dared to try rashly. 

 

Wei Chi lie smiled and said, "of course, as long as you untie the seal, you can successfully take charge of 

this 10000 sword robe." 

 

"My cultivation is shallow and I am unable to break the prohibition. Today I specially invite you to try. 

You are all people who are ready to participate in the war of supreme merit. Your cultivation is strong. 

Maybe you can break the prohibition of this 10000 sword robe." 

 

Listening to Wei chilie's words, many martial artists talked about it one after another, but no one stood 

up. 

 

The smell of the ten thousand sword robe is quite fierce. It is obviously not easy to break the ban on it. 

 

If you are a little careless, you may even be backfired by the sword Qi! 

 

In the hall, an old man sitting on the VIP seat slowly opened his mouth and said, "Lord, is it true that 

who can untie the prohibition on the ten thousand sword robe and who can take the clothes away?" 

 

Wei Chi lie said, "naturally it's true." 

 



The old man snorted and said, "my name is Dao Bailong. If I pursue my origin, I can say I was born in the 

Sanshen family. My ancestor is a figure of the first clan of the Dao family in wuwuwu time and space. I 

recognize this 10000 sword robe, which is the top power of the Sanshen family in those days. The robe 

of the elder Xufeng lingzu is extremely precious. You are actually willing to take this dress out and give it 

away. Where is there such a cheap thing in the world?" 

 

"Isn't there fraud in this?" 

 

The crowd heard the old man's words and was in an uproar and shock. 

 

The old man, who was born in wuwuwuspatiotemporal Sanshen, even revealed the origin of wanjian 

robe, which immediately made the whole martial arts audience respectful. 

 

Listening to Dao Bailong's question, Wei chilie smiled and said, "master Dao laughed. In front of you, 

where dare you cheat?" 

 

"Just, this ten thousand sword robe is a demon in my heart." 

 

"I think about it day and night, and I want to untie the prohibition on this 10000 sword robe. Over time, 

it turned into a heart demon, and I can't sleep all day." 

 

"If someone can untie the ban of this ten thousand sword robe, he will untie the demon for me and 

fulfill my wish. I am willing to give this treasure as a gift." 

 

The words were sincere, not false. 

 

All the talents suddenly realized that Wei chilie held this 10000 sword conference to solve his demons. 

 

The old man named Dao Bailong frowned when he heard Wei chilie's explanation, then nodded and 

said, "well, I'll make a fool of myself and see if I can untie this demon for the city Lord." Then he stood 

up. 

 



Wei chilie arched his hand and said, "I can't wait!" 

 

Dao Bailong strode to the 10000 sword robe and looked at the thousands of gold swords embroidered 

on the robe. His expression was also dignified. 

 

The eyes of Ye Chen, Xia Yu, Wei chilie, situ Chen, and all the martial artists gathered on him. 

 

"Scattered God's real blood, can't be limitless, break it for me!" 

 

Dao Bailong suddenly drank heavily, and the light of blood burst out between the old fingertips. 

Unexpectedly, he burned his blood on the spot, turned into a vast vitality, and poured it into the 10000 

sword robe. 

 

Unexpectedly, he wanted to break the seal on the robe of ten thousand swords by brute force. 

 

WOW! 

 

With the infusion of the blood energy of the knife white dragon, a burst of bright divine light burst out 

on the 10000 sword robe. 

 

The crowd watched with bated breath, but suddenly, in the bright light of God, thousands of golden 

sword Qi burst out, hissing and killing the sword white dragon mercilessly. 

 

Dao Bailong's expression changed greatly, and he used his power to defend his body, but the golden 

sword's killing was extremely fierce. He severely broke his body guard's vigorous Qi, instantly cut him 

black and blue, bleeding, and many wounds were deeply visible. 
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"Ah ah ah!" 



 

Dao Bailong sent out a burst of sad screams, and retreated in embarrassment. 

 

Several disciples hurriedly held him, but they saw that he was already a bloody man, seriously injured, 

and no longer had the courage just now. 

 

"Failed!" 

 

The martial artists present, seeing this scene, couldn't help but take a breath. 

 

This knife white dragon was born in the blood of Sanshen, but the attempt to break the ban of the ten 

thousand sword robe failed on the spot, and even was seriously injured by the backfire. 

 

The seal of this ten thousand sword robe is a little too strong. 

 

"Unfortunately..." 

 

Wei Chi lie sighed, looked around the audience, and shouted, "master Dao Bailong regrets the failure. I 

don't know who else can solve my troubles?" 

 

Everyone looked at each other, but no one dared to stand up. 

 

Wei Chi lie said again, "the seal of this ten thousand sword robe must be loose after the impact of the 

elder Dao Bailong. If you continue, you can break the seal and fulfill your next wish." 

 

Hearing Wei chilie's words, on the VIP seat in the hall, another old man stood up and said, "I take the 

liberty to try." 

 

Wei chilie was overjoyed and said, "OK!" 

 



I saw the old man go to the ten thousand sword robe and lay an array, but in the blink of an eye, the ten 

thousand sword robe broke back and broke the array, and the old man was also seriously injured. 

 

Everyone was in an uproar, but they didn't expect that the seal of the ten thousand sword robe was so 

powerful. 

 

Then, several masters of immeasurable realm were inspired to subdue the 10000 sword robe. 

 

But without exception, they all failed. 

 

In the past hour, I tried more than a dozen people, but none of them succeeded. All of them were bitten 

by the ten thousand sword robe and cut into serious injuries. 

 

Inside the hall, there was a smell of blood, and the atmosphere was quite depressing. 

 

Everyone's mood is extremely dignified. 

 

The seal of this ten thousand sword robe is stronger than everyone's imagination. 

 

Seeing this, Wei Chi lie's expression also became extremely gloomy. His eyes turned and fell on Ye Chen, 

saying, "Lord of reincarnation, why don't you try to break the seal of this ten thousand sword robe? Are 

you coming to our house today to see the excitement?" 

 

Ye Chen laughed and said, "Lord Yuchi, if I can really break the seal, do you really give me this 10000 

sword robe?" 

 

Wei Chi lie said, "naturally, it's true. Will I cheat you in front of so many people?" 

 

Ye Chen smiled and said, "well, this is what you said. I hope the Lord of the city will not renege on his 

promise." 

 



With that, ye Chen strode out and came to the center of the hall. 

 

Xia Yu tried to stop talking, but he didn't speak at last. 

 

So many masters failed in their attempts. 

 

He is very worried about ye Chen. 

 

But seeing ye Chen's self-confident appearance, maybe he has a way. 

 

Seeing that ye Chen finally wanted to fight, the eyes of all the martial artists in the audience were 

shining. 

 

They also wanted to see if ye Chen had the ability to break the seal on the robe of ten thousand swords. 

 

Ye Chen's eyes narrowed slightly, looking at the ten thousand sword robe, and his palm gently stroked 

the pattern on the robe. 

 

Vaguely, ye Chen caught the flow of aura on the robe. 

 

This ten thousand sword robe, which was once the body protecting robe of Xufeng lingzu, has given 

birth to spirituality. 

 

The seal prohibition above is actually the protective layer formed automatically after the wanjian robe 

and its owner are lost. 

 

This ten thousand sword robe, waiting for the day of reunion with the master, is not allowed to be 

touched by outsiders. 

 

Therefore, except for Xu Feng lingzu, anyone who tries to get contaminated with the ten thousand 

sword robe will suffer the most severe retaliation! 



 

"Are you waiting for your master?" 

 

Ye Chen sighed gently. Xu Feng lingzu's injury was too serious and he could not hide in seclusion. It was 

impossible to wait for this ten thousand sword robe. 

 

WOW! 

 

It seems that you can understand Ye Chen's words. On the robe of ten thousand swords, there is a 

special brilliance, such as starlight, sword light, sunshine, washing people's hearts and souls. 

 

The martial artists present were stunned to see such a strange scene. 

 

Ye Chen has been instructed by the martial arts of Xu Feng lingzu. He is half of the descendants of Xu 

Feng lingzu. 

 

Therefore, when he touched the ten thousand sword robe, the ten thousand sword robe recognized his 

existence. 

 

Ye Chen felt the seal on the robe of ten thousand swords receding like a tide. 

 

He did not need to do anything, nor did he need to deliberately break the prohibition. All the seals and 

prohibitions disappeared. 

 

In the surprised eyes of the whole audience, a burst of golden light flashed, and the ten thousand sword 

robe had been worn on Ye Chen. 

 

Ye Chen is wearing a ten thousand sword robe, a silver robe, embroidered with a golden flying sword, 

which is very gorgeous. 

 

Golden sword Qi circles Ye Chen and keeps turning. 



 

Ye Chen at this moment is like the master of ten thousand swords. 

 

He doesn't need to refine and subdue anything. This ten thousand sword robe seems to be a part of his 

body. 

 

On the sword robe, there is a continuous blue atmosphere. 

 

This ten thousand sword robe, as soon as it returns to Ye Chen, is actually perfect and the wind of dawn, 

integrated together. 

 

Everyone felt the morning wind and the sharp sword, and they were completely stunned. 

 

"What... What's going on?" 

 

"Has the Lord of reincarnation made a move?" 

 

"When will this ten thousand sword robe be subordinated to him?" 

 

The martial artists present were stunned. 

 

They didn't see ye Chen's hand, and the ten thousand sword robe turned into streamer and spread over 

Ye Chen. 

 

It seems that ye Chen was originally the owner of this dress, and Wei chilie was just a possessor. 

 

Seeing ye Chen's effortless efforts, he untied the seal of the ten thousand sword robe, and even 

completely accepted it. Wei chilie was also stunned and couldn't believe his eyes. 

 

"This... This..." he couldn't say a word for a long time. 



 

Ye Chen looked at Wei chilie and said with a smile, "Lord of the city, fortunately, I have untied the seal 

on the robe of ten thousand swords. Have your demons dispersed?" 

 

Wei chilie was stunned and speechless. 

 

Ye Chen then said, "as agreed, this ten thousand sword robe belongs to me. Goodbye." 

 

With that, ye Chen winked at Xia Yu, turned around and left, for fear that Wei Chi lie would repent. 

 

"Wait!" 

 

At this time, a cold cry sounded. 

 

The person who spoke was not Wei chilie. 

 

I saw a proud young man with several attendants coming in from outside the hall, holding up a token 

with the word "evil" printed on it, loudly saying: 

 

"I'm a disciple of Duobao Tianjun, xingduanlang! According to the order of Duobao Tianjun, the leader of 

the evil sect, I came to Tiangu city today to collect 10000 sword robes. I have no other intention. Please 

don't panic." 

 

Seeing the young man and the evil sect token, the martial artists present immediately made a 

commotion. 

 

Wei Chi lie was even more like a smiling, respectfully greeted, and said, "it's an expert under the noble 

emperor of Duobao. Nice to meet you, nice to meet you!" 

 

Ye Chen's eyes were cold when he saw the young man. 

 



This young man, he knows, is called Xing duanlang, and he has fought before. 
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When ye Chen went to the secret realm of Tianxin and captured the mysterious flowers and plants of 

Tianxin, he fought with xingduanlang. 

 

This man is the apprentice of Duobao Tianjun, and his cultivation is quite good. 

 

Ye Chen didn't expect to meet him in the Lord's mansion. 

 

"Where is such a coincidence? Is it not that Wei chilie, who deliberately found it, didn't want to give me 

this 10000 sword robe?" 

 

Ye Chen looked extremely cold, and many thoughts flashed in his heart. Looking at Wei Chi lie's proud 

appearance, he should have guessed that it was probably ten to ten. 

 

Xing duanlang glanced at Ye Chen, knowing that the ten thousand sword robe was on Ye Chen, but he 

still asked Wei Chi lie: 

 

"Wei chilie, where is your ten thousand sword robe? My master takes a fancy to your magic weapon. It's 

your blessing. Quickly present the ten thousand sword robe. My evil sect will not treat you badly. What 

elixir and spirit stone do you want, although the lion opens his mouth." 

 

Wei Chi lie wondered, "this adult, the robe of ten thousand swords, has returned to the Lord of 

reincarnation." 

 

Xing duanlang snorted and said, "what Lord of reincarnation, who has the courage to rob what my 

master likes?" 

 



Ye Chen also laughed angrily when he heard the words of Xing duanlang and said, "I just want to rob. 

What can you do to me? Even in the purple fairy palace, your bullshit master is not qualified to cover up 

the sky." 

 

Xing duanlang was furious, stared at Ye Chen, and said, "bold! How dare you discuss the leader of the 

evil sect! Lord of reincarnation, do you want to die?" 

 

Behind the star breaking waves, those strong men who had always been with them pulled out their 

weapons and became extremely nervous with anger. 

 

Ye Chen snorted, also took out a token, and said, "the double ninth order is here. If the double ninth 

immortal comes in person, do you evil people want to tear your face with the double ninth immortal?" 

 

On the token, the word "Double Ninth" is printed, which is the double ninth order left by fan Xingyan to 

Ye Chen. 

 

The double ninth order appears. If the double ninth immortal comes, any action that dares to disobey 

the double ninth order is disobedience to the double ninth immortal, which is equal to the enemy of the 

whole Zihuang fairy palace decent sect. 

 

Seeing this token, Xing duanlang and several followers of the strong changed their looks. 

 

Wei Chi lie's face also changed. He never thought that ye Chen could get the double ninth order. 

 

He secretly exchanged eyes with Xing duanlang, and they were all extremely afraid. 

 

If there was no order for the Double Ninth Festival, they might have acted immediately and forcibly left 

Ye Chen here. 

 

But ye Chen took out the double ninth order, but no one dared to act rashly. 

 



In Zihuang fairy palace, although decent and evil factions are at odds, they always maintain the final 

bottom line and do not completely tear their skins. 

 

Neither Duobao Tianjun nor Chongyang immortal is absolutely sure that they can destroy each other. 

 

"You... Where did you get the double ninth order?" 

 

Xing duanlang stared at Ye Chen, and even his voice trembled. 

 

Ye Chen snorted and said, "you don't care where I got it. You have only two choices, 

 


